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1 syllable 2 syllables 3 syllables 4 syllables 5 syllables 

place a   place some   places some   good  places to some  good places 
1 syllable 2 syllables 3 syllables 4 syllables 5 syllables

rooms buildings pa ti os el e va tors two-story  houses 

 PART TWO-4: Numbers of Syllables 
Every word or phrase has one or more syllables. A syllable is a word or
a part of a word with one vowel sound. It is “a beat in speech music.”      

  Here are some words and phrases—with one “drum beat” circle
for each syllable. In each item, the number of circles equals   

the number of syllables. The size of the circles and letters shows
the relative strength (stress or emphasis) of each syllable. 

As you pronounce each item aloud, count the number of beats (syllables). 

 

 
 The Spelling & Pronunciation of Vowel Sounds        

in Multi-Syllable Words 
In words of more than one syllable, the spelling and pronunciation patterns   

for vowel sounds apply only to the accented (stressed) syllables.
For most of the sounds, here’s a review of two kinds of phonetic symbols

(IPA and dictionary) with word examples and common spellings.   
As you pronounce each example aloud, count the number of beats (syllables). 

10. ey = as

in railing,

playground,

or area 

11. iy = as  

in northeast,  

theater, or

field 

12. ay = as

in drive-in,  

library, or

highway 

13. ow
= as

in coastline,

snow, or

corner

14.
(y)uw

 = 
yas

in  toolshed,

bureau, or

newsstand 

15. Aw
=  
as in   

outhouse or

downtown

16. Oy
= 

as in joint
or  

employer 

ai, ay, a, a-e, 
eigh 

ea, ee,    
e, e-e, ie 

ie, i, i-e, 
y(e), igh 

oa, ow,  
o, o-e, oe 

oo, ew,            
u, u-e 

ou, ow oi, oy 

1 . œ= 
as in

patio or

pasture 

2. E=        
as in

fences or

weather 

3. I =        
as in

village or

building 

4. A =   
as in

condo or

garage 

5. ø =           
as in

structure or

country 

6. O = as in

wall, office,

lawn, or

laundry  

7 . U =  B
as in 

bullpen or

wooden 

8. AÜ(r) =
(r) as in

harbor or

apartment 

a e, ea i, y o, a u, o(-e), ou a, o, aw, au oo, u a 
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Challenge Activities—Numbers of Syllables             
in Words and Phrases:

How can you tell how many syllables are in a word  or phrase? 
As you say the item, count the number of vowel sounds. 

Here’s some additional information about the number of syllables: 

 In this Beginners’ Before Speaking with Pronunciation Practice book, there are small spaces
between the syllables of a word. There are bigger spaces between the words of a phrase.

To show relative voice stress (emphasis), the letters of separate syllables are of different sizes.
In many dictionary entries, there’s a dot () between syllables:   

EXAMPLES: pat io = patio.  garage = garage.  a  two-story  build ing = a  two-story  building. 

 Final silent -e after one or more consonants is not pronounced as a separate syllable.
Instead, it often changes the pronunciation of the vowel sound from a simple to a complex one.  
COMPARE:  bath = bœT vs. bathe = beyD.   mop = mAp vs. mope = mowp.   tub = tøb vs. tube = tuwb. 

 A letter combination like ay, ai, ea, ee, ie, ei, oa, ow, oo, or ew usually spells one syllable,
as in playground, drainpipe, speakers, streetlight, fields, ceiling, coastline, shower, bedroom, etc.

But some letter combinations can form two syllables.  Here are some examples:    
ide a, ar e as, ge ography, stere o, di a gram, pa ti o, pi a nos, experi ence, gen u ine, si tu a tion, etc.  

 With a few exceptions like rugged or jagged, the –ed ending is a separate syllable only after the
\ t \  or \ d \  sound, as in pot ted, padded, or decorated—but not in washed /wOSt / or installed / InstOld/.

 The –es ending is a separate syllable only after the sounds \ s z S tS dZ \ ,
as in buses, roses, bushes, couches, or garages—but not in pota toes, volcanoes, luxuries, or skies.

 Some syllables (in parentheses in this book) seem to “disappear” in pronunciation—
usually in words with two or three unstressed syllables after a stressed syllable.

For example, the words dif (fe)rent, sev (e)ral, sep (a)rate, fam(i)ly, choc(o)late, and ev (e)ning
are usually pronounced with two syllables each, not three. In everyday speech,

veg(e)tables, in t(e)rest ing, comf(or)table, dec (o)rative, fav (o)rable, and gen(e)ral ly are three-syllable words.

 In a noun phrase, the articles a or an and the are pronounced as one (unstressed) syllable each.
Numbers and quantity words like two, some, or a lot of; adverbs and adjectives; and/or noun-

adjectives add more syllables before the “head noun.” This main noun can be a compound noun 
(one word with a single meaning containing smaller words) or a compound noun phrase.

 EXAMPLES: a  very  comf(o)r table  classroom = 8 syllables (the article a = 1 syllable;
very = a 2-syllable adverb; comfortable = a 3-syllable adjective; classroom = a 2-syllable compound 
head noun.)  a  lot  of  baseball  and  soccer  fields = 9 syllables (a lot of = a 3-syllable quantity phrase;

baseball = a 2-syllable compound noun-adjective; and = a one-syllable conjunction;
soccer = a 2-syllable noun-adjective; fields = a 1-syllable plural head noun.) 

Now look back at the lists of words and phrases in Part One of this book, such as 
the nouns, adjectives, and noun phrases on pages 22-23, 32-33, 37-39, 42-43, and/or 

47-49  As you pronounce each item aloud, count and tell the number of syllables.  
Can you identify the parts of each phrase, such as the article, adjectives, noun-

adjectives, compound words, and compound phrases? 
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1. œ  2. E  3. I  4. A  or

6. O 
tracks [  1   ] steps [     ] gyms [     ] mosques [     ] 

pas tures [  2  ] these   sheds [     ] that  bridge [     ] hallways [     ] 
a   cas tle [  3  ] res taurants [     ] big  build ings [     ] garages [     ] 

a   bad  classroom [  4  ] el evators [     ] a   synagogue [     ] the  laundry room [     ] 
a   lab (o)ra tory [  5  ] that  cemetery [     ] ancient  pyramids [     ] a   two-car  garage [     ] 
an   amphitheater 

[  6  ] 
a   sep(a)rate  en try  

hall [     ]  
our  little  

refrigerator  [     ] 
all   large  salt-water 

ponds [     ] 
this   small  fam(i) ly 

cabin [  6  ] 
a   well-decorated 
bedroom [     ] 

typ ical    
condomin iums [     ] 

some  softball  and 
soccer  fields [     ] 

5. ø  or  ´    
or ´ 7. U B 8. AÜ  9. ‰ 

huts [     ] woods [     ] bars [     ] worlds [     ] 

struc tures [     ] bookstores [     ] carports [     ] our Earth [     ] 

the  country  [     ] footbridges [     ] park ing  lots [     ] cir cus   tents [     ] 

a  Sunday  school [     ] a  crooked roof [     ] stars  in  the  sky [     ] a Christian church [     ] 
a  public  bus stop [     ] a  wooden  pulpit [     ] apartment houses [     ] perfect workplaces [     ]  

some   other   lush   
jungles [     ] 

bushes   along   a  
brook  [     ] 

a   large  open-air  
market [     ]

suburban   areas
[     ] 

one   wonderful  
company [     ] 

lots   of    full  bulletin 
boards [     ] 

yards  and   gardens             
at   the  harbor [     ]

an   urban   infirmary
[     ] 

The Words for Places (Common Nouns in Phrases) 
A place may be an interior room or space, a structure, or an outside area.   

The name of a place can be a common noun (simple or compound) in a noun phrase
with or without an article (a, an, the) and/or adjectives or noun-adjectives.   
 The word and phrase names of the places below contain the Simple Vowel    

Sounds 1-9 in their focus (most strongly accented) and other stressed syllables.
The letters for these full vowel sounds are underlined. 

As you pronounce each item aloud, count the number of syllables.
Write that number in the brackets.  
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10. ey =  11.  iy =  12. ay =  13.  ow= 
space [  1   ] fields [     ] sky [     ] home  [     ] 

railroad  [  2  ] kiosks [     ] highways [     ] oceans [     ] 

the  airport [  3  ] ga ze bos [     ] libraries [     ] the  coastline [     ] 
a   stadium [  4  ] a   cathedral [     ] a  five-mile  drive [     ] fourteen  toll  roads [     ] 

recreation  rooms [  5  ] a   mausoleum [     ] ninety lighthouses [     ] a motor home  park [     ]
that   great                   

radio   sta tion [  7  ] 
fif teen   northeastern 

streams  [     ] 
wild  i solated   
islands   [     ] 

those   cold   snow-
covered   slopes [     ] 

a  basement  in  our
neighborhood [  8  ] 

 this   prestigious  
meeting   hall [     ] 

sev(e)ral  styl ish  high-
rise  skyscrapers [     ] 

a   chateau   on   a  
plateau [     ] 

14. uw =  15.  Aw= B 16. Oy= 
schools [     ] grounds [     ] soil  [     ] 

shoe   stores  [     ] the  South [     ] oil  wells [     ] 
jew(e)lry   shops  [     ] townhouses [     ] sleazy  joints [     ] 

the   universe  [     ] mountain  ranges [     ] joy ful  toy  stores  [     ] 
 your  community [     ] 20 round fountains [     ]  a  nois y  foyer [     ] 
two   new   newspaper

booths [     ]  
some  crowded 

surroundings  [     ] 
a   long   oyster
voyage [     ] 

a   beautiful   smooth 
blue lagoon [     ] 

our  town  and            
county council  [     ]

the   unemployment
office [     ] 

The Words for Places (Common Nouns in Phrases) 
As the main word in a phrase, a common noun may follow an article (a, an, the),
a demonstrative (this, those, etc.), numbers or quantity words (five, few, some,
a lot of, etc.), and/or (noun-)adjectives. The noun doesn’t contain capital letters.    

 The word and phrase names of these places contain the Complex Vowel      
Sounds 11-16 in their focus (most strongly accented) and other stressed syllables.

The letters for these full vowel sounds are underlined. 

As you pronounce each item aloud, count the number of syllables.
Write that number in the brackets.  

those   cold   snow-
covered   slopes 

an  old   chateau     
on  a plateau 

ow=  
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 Describe Spaces & Scenes 
With someone else, have Conversations One and Two.
 Read aloud the lines printed in letters of the alphabet. Pay attention to

the number of syllables in each word, phrase, and sentence. (There are     
small spaces between the syllables of a word and larger spaces between words.) 

 The size of the letters indicates the relative amount of stress for each syllable.
Put extra emphasis on the sounds spelled by the biggest letters of each word  
grouping (the syllable with the underlined vowel sound). It is the focus point.  

Conversation

One 
Where are you now?   

I’m in front of a mausoleum.    

You mean, you’re at a small 
building in a cemetery?  

Yeah, it’s the buri al  place of a  whole  fam (i)ly!  There are  graves
all a round, of course—some under the  ground  and a few above it.
There’s  grass  between the tombstones. There are  trees, too.  

You  know, it  sounds  
beautiful—and

peaceful!

It is!  And  here’s
another mausoleum.
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Challenge Activity—Count Syllables:  Say each group of words with a 
focus point  from Conversations One and Two on pages 56 and 57. Can you count    

and tell the number of syllables in each word grouping , phrase, or short sentence?  
EXAMPLE: Where are you now? ANSWER: 4 syllables.      EXAMPLE: I’m in front of a mausoleum. 

ANSWER: 9 syllables.      EXAMPLE: You mean, you’re at a small building in a cemetery?
ANSWER: 14 syllables.        EXAMPLE: . . . it’s the burial place . . .  ANSWER: 6 syllables.

Conversation

Two 
So . . . are you at the cabin yet? 

I sure  am.  It looks  very  comf(o)rtable.

The  walls are wood pan eled, and there’s

real  wooden fur ni ture. There’s a sin gle

bed for ev(e ) ryone.  There are plen ty of

tables and chairs.  And each room has a

fire place! There are nice curtains....  

Terri fic!  But
how does the 

out side  look?

Charm ing.  All the cab ins  have steep pointed roofs;

narrow  windows; pati os, porches,  and  bal con ies with

places to sit; outdoor  lights; and a lot more.  
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